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Course Description

Instructor:
Dr. Michal Reifen Tagar

Email: michal.reifen@idc.ac.il

Class Time & Place: Monday, 11:30; L101
Course Goals

The goal of this seminar is twofold: first, to introduce students to the IDC psychology faculty and their research programs; and second to expose first year students to the diversity of psychological research and to the way researchers think and go about their work. Every meeting a different faculty member from the IDC will present one of her/his research projects. Students will take an active part in introducing the speakers and their fields of research.

Grading

Each week a different group of students will host the speaker. This includes (1) reading up about the speaker and introducing them in class, (2) reading up about the broad research domain and introducing it in class, and (3) preparing and presenting the group questions to the speaker in interview style. These three elements will be submitted to the class instructor on the preceding Friday by 12:00 (see full instructions on Moodle). This will compose **10% of your final class grade**.

**An individual final assignment** will compose the remaining **90% of your final class grade**.

Attendance in the seminar is mandatory. **Passing is contingent on missing no more than two classes over the semester.** Make sure to contact the instructor before class with any extenuating circumstances.

If you will not be able to attend on the day your group is hosting, **it is your responsibility** to switch with someone from a later group.

Reading List

Each team will research their assigned speaker and research topic. General materials are available on the class moodle.